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I N TRODUCT ION

This client considered a redesign of a nonprofit website. The

organization is struggling to reach donors and address a broader, global

audience to increase its outreach. 

The nonprofit organization focuses on health-related issues, by

providing trauma medicine in underdeveloped countries. 

The proposed solutions work for other nonprofit websites as well and

are applicable to most organizations that seek to increase their

donations and grow their outreach, by including a stronger CTA, a

narrative or storyline to entice donors and by using engaging visuals.

This project is still in the discovery phase.

CHALLENGES & OBSERVATIONS:

The News/Blog is missing in top

navigation

The blog needs updating

Homepage image has too low a

resolution, is cropped too much

(focus should also include the

rescued baby) and is not

engaging

Homepage text overlaps and

partially covers the image, is in

italics and hard to read

Some images were used

repeatedly on the site

Homepage CTA does not reflect

urgency and underperforms

There are 2 CTAs on the

homepage: "Donate" and "Take

Action", both leading to the

same form, which confuses

The homepage doesn't tell an

engaging story and doesn't put

the donor at the center



PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:

Change "Donate" to "Take Action"

Highlight the CTA in the top right

navigation with color/contrast to

pop out and place at the very

right, as well as on the page itself

Change "Info" to "About" in the

navigation, which is a more

widely recognized menu item;

place after Home  

Use one CTA on the Homepage.

Too many CTAs confuse potential

donors

Stress that the donor is the hero.

Show your future donors how

donations have made an impact:

Provide before/after stories;

photos; video testimonials of

changes that were made and

relief efforts that succeeded.

Consider using a strong,

emotional image and a brief

quote of a donor why the cause is

important

Add your unique story: How was

the nonprofit formed? By whom?

Why? When? Where? What sets

you apart?

   

Use a homepage image with a

bolder color that matches the

logo. The image should feature a

person who looks directly at the

donor (site visitor) or at the CTA

button to be more impactful,

emotional and to grab attention

Switch head/subhead size on the

homepage CTA and change

redundancy. Rephrase to: "Help Us

Save Lives" (large)  "Provide life-

saving emergency medical care

and humanitarian relief in conflict

zones." (smaller, not italics)  "TAKE

ACTION" (button; contrast color)

Tell ONE success story in a

narrative on the homepage

showing how donations have

helped that one case. Add

videos/photos/data for emphasis

Add testimonials/reviews from

your social media profile(s) to the

Homepage to give you increased

social credibility

Don't use italics
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